
Integrated CRM to
track leads and grow revenue 
Every business needs visibility on future revenues. Track 
leads from prospect all the way through to getting 
paid, and then deliver and track after-sales service with 
Enterpryze.  

Navigate an all-in-one interface to track leads

Drag-and-drop leads through the 
pipeline stages to monitor their 
progress and predict their 
conversion dates to give a leading 
indicator on future sales revenues.
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Report on lead quality and conversion rates

See where opportunities are 
coming from, win or loss conversion 
rates, and the opportunity-to-sale 
time frames to make better sales 
decisions. 
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Get better at predicting future revenues

Quickly update opportunity close 
dates and monitor them to better 
predict demand by month - so you 
can ensure orders are fulfilled on 
time.
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Peace of mind with notification reminders

Get notified of opportunities 
entering the pipeline for better 
follow up and opt to be notified of 
every new activity to track those 
key deals through the sales stages.
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See your pipeline's value
Track pipeline values and deal 
quantities by salesperson & 
customer through each 
opportunity stage

Monitor real-time stock 
availability
See real-time stock levels as 
you create customer 
quotations 

Keep track of new & 
existing customers 
Full visibility on each lead from 
when they are a prospect until 
after they’ve become a 
customer 

Book a Demo Discover Enterpryze's CRM

Stay in control of your sales pipeline with Enterpryze
Build better relationships with every lead, opportunity & customer through 

Enterpryze's dynamic CRM platform.

https://enterpryze.com/book-a-demo/
https://enterpryze.com/features/enterpryze-crm/

